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Oppermann - We're working hard

The President of the Australian Computer Society, Dr Ian Oppermann,
has responded to trenchant criticism of his role with a plea for civility and
patience.
Dr Oppermann has been criticised for inaction and cowardice by Professor Ashley Goldsworthy,

Stakeholder buy-in is crucial for
integration success, says ANATAS
(/sponsoredannouncements/stakeholder-buy-inis-crucial-for-integration-success,says-anatas.html)
(/sponsored-

an outspoken octogenarian who has been both President and CEO of the ACS. In an interview
with iTWire last week (/it-industry/acs-not-responding,-says-goldsworthy.html) Professor
Goldsworthy castigated Dr Oppermann for his failure to take stronger action to reconcile ACS
management with a vocal group of inBuential dissidents who are unhappy with the direction of

announcements/stakeholder-buy-in-

the organisation.

is-crucial-for-integration-success,-

“I don’t think Ashley’s comments are helpful,” Dr Oppermann told iTWire. “We need the

says-anatas.html) INTERVIEW

conversation to be respectful. He’s complaining about things not happening quickly enough, but

PROMOTION * Integration specialist,

that sort of language not only lowers the tone of the conversation but actually slows things

ANATAS, is a premium partner…

down.”
Dr Oppermann made his remarks in an interview with iTWire in response to Professor
Goldsworthy’s allegations. He said that it may not be apparent, but that he is working extremely
hard to reform the ACS and work towards a new constitution which takes into account the
concerns of Professor Goldsworthy and the informal dissident group of which is a member,
which calls itself ‘Rescue your ACS’.

Over the Wire takes the complexity
out of managing your mobile Qeet
(/sponsored-announcements/overthe-wire-takes-the-complexity-outof-managing-your-mobile-Qeet202007020836.html)

The feud within ACS came to a head last December when the group, led by Dr Roger Clarke, won

(/sponsored-

a decisive court battle (/it-industry/acs-loses-major-court-battle-over-irregular-vote.html) against

announcements/over-

ACS with the judgement which annulled an October 2019 Extraordinary General Meeting which

the-wire-takes-the-complexity-out-

had voted by the narrowest of margins to change the ACS constitution.

of-managing-your-mobile-Qeet-

Since that victory the group has been pressing the ACS to take its views into account. It hoped
ACS’s initial intransigence would change with the election of Dr Oppermann as President in
March 2020.

202007020836.html) Over the Wire
has released Mobile Fleet plans,
offering businesses…

“These things take time,” said Dr Oppermann. “Ashley of all people should know that we have to
https://itwire.com/it-industry/keep-it-civil,-says-oppermann.html
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abide by the existing rules before we can change them. I know people are frustrated, but it’s

DDLS partners with CertNexus to

actually very diicult to change things. It is ironic, but the main thing slowing down change is the

offer affordable cyber security

existing set of rules.

training (/sponsored-

“We had a Congress meeting in June, which Roger Clarke addressed, outlining his group’s
grievances. At that meeting we agreed on a lot, which I have shared publicly. It’s very complex
and we are working hard on the things we need to do to make it work.

announcements/ddls-partners-withcertnexus-to-offer-affordablecybersecurity-training202007020710.html)

“Believe it or not, one of the things we have to sort out is online voting. It’s absolutely insane that

(/sponsored-

we don’t currently have an online voting system and people have to turn up in Sydney to vote. We

announcements/ddls-

need to jx that, and we will.”

partners-with-certnexus-to-offer-

A key criticism of the Rescue your ACS group has been the self-perpetuating nature of the
Management Committee, which has very restrictive rules on who can vote and who can stand.

affordable-cybersecurity-training202007020710.html) STRATEGIC
ALLIANCE ANNOUNCEMENT: DDLS,

“The current rules do favour repeat appearances from a number of people,” Dr Oppermann

Australia’s largest provider of

admitted. ”The same faces keep showing up. One of the things we were trying to do under the

corporate IT…

2019 draft of the constitution was to limit maximum lifetime service to six years. The new rules
which we were trying to introduce would help address these concerns.”

API lifecycle product means you can

And what of criticism of the current management team, and in particular CEO Andrew Johnson,

give data to the public and be secure

who were roundly criticised for their behaviour in the judgement handed down in the court case

too, says Software AG (/sponsored-

last December?

announcements/api-lifecycle-

“That’s a good question. It’s undeniable that it was not well done. That’s in the public domain and
there is no way to shy away from it. We have rules and one thing I have committed to is
transparency. There are some processes running at the moment to see whether there was any
wrongdoing in any way.”

product-means-you-can-give-datato-the-public-and-be-secure-too,says-softwareag202007011209.html)
(/sponsored-

What of Roger Clarke’s attempts to have an independent arbitrator or committee examine these

announcements/api-

issues to try to resolve the differences between ACS management and the Rescue your ACS

lifecycle-product-

group?

means-you-can-give-

“I had hoped we would get to some conclusion about how that would work on the day of
Congress. We had a big debate about it. We are not sure a small group is the best way to do it –
there needs to be consensus from the wider membership.
“We need widespread commentary and input on the things that matter most. We have agreed to

data-to-the-public-and-be-securetoo,-says-softwareag202007011209.html) Interview Ian
Ward - DevOps Solution Architect at
Software AG International…

use an electronic platform for people to highlight what they really are concerned about with the
2019 draft constitution, with a non ACS person or group to moderate the conversation. Then we
need to feed it back in and do it again, and again if necessary.

talentCRU FREE ONLINE
ROUNDTABLE (/sponsored-

“We want to make it as independent as possible, but at the same time we need to abide by our

announcements/talentcru-free-

existing rules. And at the moment the rules say that the Management Committee and the

online-roundtable.html)

Congress are the decision makers, and they are bound by the rules. We have to ensure that

(/sponsored-

everything we do is appropriate.”

announcements/talentcru-free-

One of Professor Goldsworthy’s key criticisms has been that ACS spent money inappropriately

online-roundtable.html) VENDOR

on travel, attendance at international conferences, membership of bodies such as the World

NEWS & EVENTS: Over the past

Economic Forum, and in the acquisition of the assets of other professional bodies. He has

months we have…

repeatedly asked for detail on these expenditures. Why are they not forthcoming?
“There is a balance between the privacy of the individuals involved versus the transparency,” said
Dr Oppermann, one of Australia’s leading privacy advocates. “I'm still working on that. It will take
a bit of time because there is additional information we need to go through.”

Expansion and NASDAQ listing plans
are set to boost MyFiziq’s revenues
(/sponsoredannouncements/expansion-and-

One key expense that Prof Goldsworthy mentioned was the amount the ACS spent defending its

nasdaq-listing-plans-are-set-to-

court case against the rescue your group last year. Surely the membership has a right to know

boost-mydziq’s-revenues-

this amount?

90809.html)

Dr Oppermann directed me to the Member Area of the ACS website, which contains a summary

(/sponsored-

of all monthly Management Committee meetings. Item 4.5 of the report on the January 2020
meeting states:

announcements/expansion-and-

“The Management Committee agreed to close the current transition to a Company Limited by

nasdaq-listing-plans-are-set-to-

Guarantee Project with current expenditure off $406,000. A new project would be needed once

boost-mydziq’s-revenues-

the results from the court proceedings are known.”
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positioned to thrive…

accrued, given that the resolution referred to uncertainty as to the court proceedings, which were
not concluded until the following month.
Whatever the case, it would seem the cost to ACS of the court case brought by Roger Clarke
were substantial. We can assume the jgure includes Dr Clarke’s legal fees of $175,000, which
the ACS was ordered to pay, and it is fair to assume that ACS’s costs were more.
Finally, probably the most important issue. ACS professional membership has declined severely
over the last few years, by almost two thirds. At the same time ACS has been publicly quoting
growing membership jgures that have been inBated by associate and nonprofessional members
as the dejnitive jgure. What is the ACS doing about the decline in professional membership?

Why pushing web security to the
edge is simply common sense
(/sponsored-announcements/whypushing-web-security-to-the-edgeis-simply-common-sense90775.html)
(/sponsoredannouncements/whypushing-web-security-to-the-edge-

“It’s a real concern, I can tell you” said Dr Oppermann. “It's something we talk about all the time.

is-simply-common-sense-

And it's something we're constantly looking at. What is the value proposition is for members, and

90775.html) By Jonathan Andresen

in particular professional members?”

GUEST OPINION Few would argue

“I guarantee you it's a really important issue, and that we are working on it and. We need to get
past the current political issues and focus on the members. What can we offer them that we are
not offering them now? What should we focus on?

with Thomas…

Tasmania Health Services Delivers
Real-Time Data with Qlik to Fight

“There are different value proposition for different types of member but the professional

Coronavirus (/sponsored-

members are extremely important and we need to make sure their needs are met.”

announcements/tasmania-health-

All jne words. But that has been one of the main criticisms of the Rescue your ACS group. So far
it’s all been words. What happens next?
“We’ve outlined a plan. Next we need commentary on implementing that plan. I welcome a

services-delivers-real-time-datawith-qlik-to-dght-coronavirus90771.html)
(/sponsored-

diversity of views, I really do. I've had quite a few conversations with Roger Clarke, and also
spoken with Ashley.
announcements/tasmania-health“I don’t want groupthink. But I do want everyone to agree with the process so that when we
actually carry it out we all march in the same direction. So let's have the debate. That’s what
we’re doing now.”

services-delivers-real-time-datawith-qlik-to-dght-coronavirus90771.html) By David Deacon David

“Let's have the debate about what we're going to do and how we're going to do it. Sure, we can

Deacon is State Manager, Clinical

argue about the issues that matter. But then we need to get on and do it.”

Financial…

And how long while that take?

Intuit QuickBooks uses machine

“We need to be realistic. At the recent Congress meeting, we talked about four months to

learning to tackle SMB cash Qow

determine the shape of the new constitution. Even this evening, I was working on this. The

struggles (/sponsored-

sequencing really is very complex.

announcements/intuit-quickbooks-

“Let’s work back from the goal of becoming a Company Limited by Guarantee by July next year,
which I think is a reasonable timeframe to get all the changes done – agreeing on our direction,
developing and voting on a new constitution, and getting things in place.

uses-machine-learning-to-tacklesmb-cash-Qow-struggles202006231416.html)
(/sponsored-

“We need to organise electronic voting. We need to give three month’s notice for a special

announcements/intuit-

meeting. We need to give other notice periods. If you want to genuinely have a draft of the new

quickbooks-uses-

constitution, then it needs to be open for consultation for at least a month. It is quite a long

machine-learning-to-tackle-smb-

process.

cash-Qow-struggles-

“The comments from Ashley and others that we are not doing anything our untrue and really

202006231416.html) VENDOR

surprising. We are doing a lot but we are limited by our current rules in the number of steps we

NEWS: New Cash Flow Planner to

can take at the same time.

help predictive modelling and…

“Real change takes time, and deservedly so. That’s what I'm really committed to. We need a
proper consultation period, not just a group of people offering up their own answers.

How Peninsula Health transitioned to
secure remote working fast with TDL

“Since being elected President I've had an opportunity to speak to quite a few people. We had a

and Citrix (/sponsored-

constructive meeting in Congress in June. I really think we’re not halfway there, we’re 95% of the

announcements/how-peninsula-

way there in terms of the process we need to follow.

health-transitioned-to-secure-

“So let's have the debate. It can’t be one loud voice, we have to care for all members’ interests.
Everyone wants to be heard, which is tricky. Using a platform to do that, using independent
moderators with as little bias as possible, is what we committed to at Congress. I intend to make
sure that happens.
“And I’d like to make a personal request to Ashley Goldsworthy to keep things civil.”

https://itwire.com/it-industry/keep-it-civil,-says-oppermann.html
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Dr Oppermann has committed to a further interview with iTWire one month from now to discuss

tdl-and-citrix-202006230714.html)

progress.
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Free webinar - Proving the value of

NEW OFFER - ITWIRE LAUNCHES PROMOTIONAL NEWS &
CONTENT

Recently iTWire remodelled and relaunched how we approach "Sponsored Content" and
this is now referred to as "Promotional News and Content”.

IT (/sponsoredannouncements/free-webinarproving-the-value-of-it202006230616.html)

This repositioning of our promotional stories has come about due to customer focus

(/sponsored-

groups and their feedback from PR drms, bloggers and advertising drms.

announcements/free-webinarproving-the-value-of-it-

Your Promotional story will be prominently displayed on the Home Page.

202006230616.html) WEBINAR
EVENT INVITE: Free webinar

We will also provide you with a second post that will be displayed on every page on the

invitation – LogicMonitor is

right hand side for at least 6 weeks and also it will appear for 4 weeks in the newsletter

hosting…

every day that goes to 75,000 readers twice daily.
How pervasive visibility reduces
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network downtime in the new
tomorrow (/sponsoredannouncements/how-pervasive-

talentCRU FREE WEBINAR INVITE - Cybersecurity in COVID-19
times and beyond
With the mass transition to remote working, our businesses are becoming highly
dependent on the Internet.

visibility-reduces-networkdowntime-in-the-new-tomorrow202006221129.html)
(/sponsoredannouncements/how-

So, it’s no surprise that we’ve seen an increase in cyberattacks.

pervasive-visibilityreduces-network-

However, what’s more concerning is that just 51% of technology professionals are highly
conddent that their cybersecurity teams are able to detect and respond to these threats.

downtime-in-the-new-tomorrow202006221129.html) By Rami
Rammaha, Senior Product Marketing

Join us for this free online roundtable where our experts discuss key cybersecurity
issues IT leaders are facing during the pandemic, and the challenges that will likely

Manager, Gigamon GUEST
OPINION: …

emerge in the coming years.
JOIN WEBINAR!
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